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The fall is too miserable. Shen Hedan is still in severe pain. He shouts to kangmobei:
"come here, help me move him away!"

After Kang Mobei turned around, his face was gloomy all the time. Now when he
looked at them, Shen Hedan was OK. Mu Sili was obviously drunk.

Kangmo walked slowly to Shen Hedan and said, "can I help you?"

"No!"

"Why?"

Shen Hedan was surprised, and then said angrily, "kangmobei, do you have any
conscience? I am your elder brother

"But just now you seem to say that you want to marry nianxi to someone else."
Commo's face was expressionless and his voice was very cold. It didn't sound like a
joke. It seemed that if Shen Hedan didn't show his attitude at the moment, he could let
musili kneel on Shen Hedan's body all the time.

And help them close the curtains and close the door.

Shen Hedan scolded again, had to bow his head, "you get him out first, my heart must
be toward you, don't you know?"

Conmobei took two steps closer. He bowed down, reached out and took musili's arm
to pull him up.

Mu Sili threw away Kang Mobei's hand and put his body on Shen Hedan's body. His
state became more ambiguous, but he said, "give it to me."

"He didn't want to get up," he said

Seeing that kangmobei was not concerned about his own affairs, Shen Hedan was very
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angry and said, "OK, I'll give it to him."

With that, Shen Hedan took out the suit he had hidden under him, raised his hand high
and said in a loud voice: "this is the suit nianxi gave me. I don't know who is lucky
enough to..."

As soon as Shen Hedan said it, Mu Sili turned his head and looked in the past. Kang
Mobei's eyes were slightly frozen. It was obvious that the six words "nianxi's clothes"
were the key.

"Give it to me."

"Give it to me."

Commobei and musili said at the same time.

Shen Hedan waved the clothes in his hand for fear that the world would not be in
chaos and said, "why don't you fight?"

Kangmo North stood in the same place, no response, but his face was very heavy, and
Mu Sili's eyes had been on Shen Hedan's clothes, and he reached for it.

In fact, after a while of tossing and turning, the suit had already been wrinkled, stained
with the water on the ground and dyed wet. But now, in the eyes of the three people, it
has a different meaning.

When Mu Sili reaches out his hand, Shen Hedan moves and changes direction.
Kangmobei grabs it and grabs the clothes. When they are in a stalemate, Mu Sili
comes back.

"Musili! You're pressing my leg! "

Shen Hedan let out a painful cry, pushed the moussili on his body, and yelled:
"kangmobei, move him away for me!"

Mu Sili got drunk, and Shen Hedan was pressed again. With absolute superiority,
Kang Mobei grabbed the clothes. Mei Feng picked them and said coldly: "you can
solve it yourself." Then he wanted to stand up straight.

"Dry!"

Shen He was so angry that he roared. He stretched out his hand and grabbed
kangmobei's collar. He pulled it hard. Kangmobei's body sank irresistibly.



Then, with a hiss, he pulled out a few buttons.

Meanwhile, Bai nianxi stood at the door, holding a pile of clothes in his hand.

I'm afraid of the sudden silence of the air

White read Xi Leng at the door, the face of expressionless blinked.

When she went back, she suddenly remembered that there were two people here. She
only prepared one set of clothes, so she got another one. When she was drunk, she
might feel uncomfortable. She also prepared sobering tea and sent it to Lolo when she
fell asleep.

How can I expect to see such a scene when I enter the door?

Shen Hedan is lying naked on the ground, and Mu Si is sitting on Shen Hedan's knees.
Shen Hedan holds kangmobei's shirt collar in his hand. Kangmobei's body is forced to
lean forward and the collar is pulled into a mess

Three people are tall and handsome men, just one can make girls blush and heartbeat.

Bai nianxi turns around slowly, and then slams the door.

After walking for a long distance, he turned back in the middle of the way, put his
clothes and tea cup at the door of the room, and left again.

On the other side.

Silent sitting in a spacious and bright room, listening to the news from the people
below.

It's his decision to send musili to bainianxi's room. He just wants to see if conmobei
will step forward when musili and bainianxi are alone in a room.

By the way, I also want to see what kind of relationship is between Musi Li and Bai
nianxi.

But the following people came to tell him that Bai nianxi called Shen Hedan after Mu
Si left for a while, and then led Luo Luo away.

In this way, there should be no possibility between Bai nianxi and Mu Sili?Just, after
Shen Hedan entered the room, what seems to have happened in the room?

"What's going on?" He asked in silence.



The person below bowed his head, "the young lady went in less than half a minute,
and immediately backed out, and closed the door, look at the expression of panic on
the face, seems to see something scary."

"Thriller?"

"Well." The speaker was silent for a moment and then said, "and..."

Shen Shimo was impatient with the man's hesitation, "what?"

"Our people, at the moment when the door opened, seemed to hear a sound "Dry"

There was a crack on the silent and gloomy face. He doubted: "what do you mean?"

The people at the bottom bowed their heads and did not dare to speak. Although they
are silent people, they dare not talk about shenhedan.

They're just telling the truth.

Shen Shimo thought silently for a while, but still couldn't figure out the relationship
between Shen Hedan and Mu Sili. Is that still, impossible?

Then he asked, "where's conmber?"

The man below shook his head. "I didn't see him coming out of the room."

"There's so much noise that it hasn't come out yet?"

"Well."

Silent cold hum a, "afraid is to come out you also can't discover."

Originally, I just wanted to test Bai nianxi, Kang Mobei and Mu Sili, but I didn't
expect to make such a chaotic result. I waved my hand and said, "roll down."

In the morning, Bai nianxi sent a waiter to the room to knock on the door. After the
waiter knocked, no one answered. Bai nianxi hesitated to take out the room card,
brushed the door open and walked in carefully.

Just enter the door and see a room of messy, white read night unconsciously picked up
his hand to cover his eyes, for fear of seeing what ugly scene.
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